Dark Entities and Channeling
Here's Ivo's advice to clear the area of demonic entities when you're going to channel:
"Before you channel, surround yourself in a shield of white light and ask anyone to step up to talk to
you. These will be the dark entities.
Me: It's like going into a bar. The bad asses have the worst boundaries so they'll approach you first. The
nice guys wait.
Ivo: Talk to these entities and send them love. Open your heart and love them. They will be repelled. In
other words, clear your space and raise your frequency to fifth dimensional frequency before you take a
message. You must take command of the process."

Dark entities HATE LOVE. They are HATE, a very low frequency version of LOVE. Very, very low.
They're so low, they have to parasite energy from us in order to survive.
What they will do is try to scare you into fearing them, because then you will feed them their beloved
loosh.
Don't do that. Instead shield yourself, open your heart and send them love energy. They'll run like the
cowards they truly are.
Keep your vibration up while you're channeling. Otherwise they'll be back, looking for their loosh
again.
They're going to do all they can to stop you BECAUSE THEIR VERY EXISTENCE DEPENDS ON
KEEPING YOUR VIBRATION DOWN. So don't let them keep it down. They can't hurt you.
I get Archons around here all the time at night. How I know is I can physically smell them, and they
smell like garbage. I just send my divine helpers after them, problem solved and I go back to sleep. I
don't worry about them – never did.
The one thing we all need to do is to learn TO ASSERT OUR LIGHT, not FEAR THE DARK.

